Abstract

This package has been designed to facilitate the use of Greek letters in mathematical mode. The package allows one to directly type in Greek letters to get the Greek latter in math mode.

1 Introduction and Usage

The driving force behind the design of this package was the need to provide a Greek keyboard for usage in math mode. This simply means that users can type in directly Greek characters in math mode and get the expected results. We follow the ISO8859-7 Greek encoding, but we do not support accented letters, as they are useless in math mode.

Users of the package need only a standard ISO8859-7 keyboard, but obviously it is not difficult to adapt the package for other encoding. Note, that one should use the latest version of iso-8859-7.def.

2 The Implementation

Initially, we need to make sure that all the Greek letters are actually active. We assume that \^ is actually an active character.

\begin{verbatim}
1 \texttt{(+elmath)}
2 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e1\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
3 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e2\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
4 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e3\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
5 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e4\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
6 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e5\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
7 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e6\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
8 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e7\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
9 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e8\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
10 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^e9\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
11 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^ea\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
12 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^eb\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
13 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^ed\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
14 \texttt{\ifcat\noexpand\noexpand^^ee\relax\catcode\^\active\fi}
\end{verbatim}
Now we define a command that defines all Greek characters as commands, which when expanded produce the expected command.

\def\el@math{\def\alpha\beta\gamma\delta\epsilon\zeta\eta\theta\iota\kappa\lambda\cdots\mathcal{\alpha}\mathcal{\beta}\mathcal{\gamma}\mathcal{\delta}\mathcal{\epsilon}\mathcal{\zeta}\mathcal{\eta}\mathcal{\theta}\mathcal{\iota}\mathcal{\kappa}\mathcal{\lambda}\cdots}}
Now, we need to invoke the command `\el@math` every time we enter a math mode. For this reason we redefine the tokens `\everymath` and `\everydisplay` as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
\everymath\expandafter{\the\everymath \relax\el@math}
\everydisplay\expandafter{\the\everydisplay \relax\el@math}
\end{verbatim}

That's all!